Low frequency noise measurements in reverberation and free-field rooms require special attention as the sound field in this frequency range may be dominated by only a few modes (eigenfrequencies). This paper shows how reverberation rooms may be adequately damped to smooth the spatial sound field and to increase reproducibility and repeatability without violating the standards. Absorber modules and their operation principle are presented which are only 250 mm thick and are used as lining for test cells and wind tunnels providing free-field conditions down to 50 Hz for 1/3-octave band measurements. Their high acoustic effectiveness is proved by measurements in well-conditioned test rooms and with measurements in realized projects.
Introduction
The increasing demand for noise reduction and sound design at vehicles requires adequate test conditions in wind tunnels and engine test cells by designing and qualifying these special chambers as free-field rooms. State of the art are wedges or pyramids of porous absorbers with a length of at least a quarter wavelength of the lowest frequency for which free-field conditions have to be met. In its efforts to create non-fibrous, compact and robust alternatives for these conventional absorbers the Fraunhofer-Institut für Bauphysik (IBP) has developed a special broadband resonant absorber which shows high absorption efficiency down to 20 Hz with a total lining thickness of only 250 mm and an even surface. This new Compound Baffle Absorber (CBA) or Broadband Compact Absorber (BCA) allows to create class 1 free-field rooms for measurements in 1/3-octave frequency bands.
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But also the flow noise in wind tunnels has to be minimized for aerodynamic noise measurements at the test specimen and demands for effective silencers over the whole frequency range. If these silencers can be made in a way to spoil minimum space the resulting top speed will be reduced only by a small amount.
For this purpose also BCA modules are used as splitter silencers and tunnel wall linings. In the corners turning vanes coated with foam are employed for minimized pressure loss and additional mid-and high frequency attenuation.
These absorbers developed at the IBP have been applied already to different wind tunnels and automotive acoustic test cells.
Modal sound fields in hard-walled rooms
The walls of rooms the dimensions of which are very large compared to the acoustic wave length λ involved may be made as sound-reflective as possible to make the sound field within it as diffuse (or uniform) as possible in order to enable the sound power of a source emitting into the room to be easily determined via time-and space-averaged sound pressure levels. Likewise the smooth decay of a sound pressure field as a function of time may be taken as a measure of the equivalent absorption area of a test object lining part of the otherwise hard-walled boundaries of the room. In an alternative approach, the properties of the test room may be eliminated by lining its walls with sound absorbent wedges or pyramids the depths of which should exceed λ/4, thus leaving a source or other test object in something equivalent to a free-field (or undisturbed by reflecting obstacles) environment. A group of room and building acoustic measuring and rating procedures rely on one of these two opposite test room concepts. At frequencies where the wave lengths and room dimensions are of the same order of magnitude, however, it seems impossible, according to the present state of the art, to either create an approximately diffuse or free sound field by establishing sufficiently reflective or anechoic environments.
This dilemma is due to the fact that any hollow space of cubic, rectangular or arbitrarily skewed geometry inevitably resonates at its eigenfrequencies ( Fig. 1) resulting in extreme inhomogeneities in the frequency (Fig. 2) and time domain as well as in space [1] . Fig. 3 
Sound Absorber Construction
The principle construction of the new Compound Baffle Absorber [2] is shown in The absorption capability of the CBA is provided by two well known mechanisms described in any acoustics text book. The first is a mass-spring resonator formed by the plate acting as mass and the foam layer acting as the spring. The resonance frequency of this system may be estimated by 
Absorption coefficient measurement
There are two standardized methods for the measurement of sound absorption.
The reverberation room method [6] is based on a diffuse sound field in the room. For reverberation rooms with regular sizes of about 200 m³ or more the lower frequency limit lies well above 125 Hz for third-octave measurements.
The impedance tube method [7] on the other hand measures the impedance and First, the eigenfrequencies in the test room are deduced by measuring the transfer function of the empty room from one corner to the opposite corner (Fig. 2) . The eigenfrequencies can be calculated with the well known formula [8] :
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with the modal indices n x , n y , n z and the dimensions of the room in x-, y-, zdirection L x , L y , L z . With the modal indices of the calculation and the eigenfrequencies of the room the modal shape of the eigenfrequencies in the laboratory can be obtained. Depending on the location of the sound absorbers the structure of the modes in the room may slightly vary. Nevertheless, with an adequate small number of absorbers this effect is negligible and the effective absorption coefficient of the absorber at the eigenfrequencies can be determined using equation (4) . On the other hand, there are not many eigenfrequencies to measure at. As this type of absorber is a highly damped baffle resonator with a wide band absorption property it is possible to gain information about the absorbers by applying this method. The few measuring points, however, make it impossible to evaluate the frequency of maximum absorption exactly. Narrowband absorbers as Helmholtz resonators also would be difficult to analyze with this method.

Conditioning of reverberation rooms
A second approach is presented which sticks to the universally adopted principle of testing sources, transmitters and sinks by spatial averages, obtained with microphones moving within approximately uniform sound fields. It goes without saying that in such a procedure the result will again depend, more or less, on the respective fixed location of the test object within the room (and mode field).
It is possible, however, to come up with test results according to the standards mentioned before, which are sufficiently repeatable, reproducible and hence representative, if the lower eigenfrequencies of the room are suitably damped so as to yield a fairly uniform sound field in all three dimensions and also as a function of frequency. four lower corners of that room were equipped with the same BCA modules, the allowed mean absorption coefficient α m according to [9] is not exceeded at the low frequencies as the measurement plotted in Fig. 9 reveals.
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With this technique it is possible to arrive at a fairly uniform sound field at low frequencies by damping the room modes thus enabling the measurement of absorbers in this frequency range. intelligently over the 6 walls, measurements as in free space are possible for frequencies below 50 Hz, at least for third-octave band noise, which suffices in a majority of practical circumstances. Fig. 13 shows the results of "draw-away" measurements at 50 and 800 Hz for a reference source replacing the source in the small engine test stand shown in Fig. 11 . Likewise, the building-and roomacoustics consulting for a number of acoustic test facilities in the new Acoustics
Center of VW in Wolfsburg have been more or less completed.
The first plenum that was fully equipped with BCA modules as wall lining is that of the new AUDI aero-acoustic wind tunnel [5] . A new application of BCA modules is their integration as splitter silencers. All these measures, together with a carefully chosen fan, lead to the by far most silent wind tunnel in the world [13, 14] . This is shown on Like all other projects described here, the acoustic installations are all realized avoiding any fibrous material that can cause problems with respect to the flow measuring equipment.
Conclusion
Current trends in the immission of noise in buildings from internal and external sources call for a high acoustic performance of construction elements at frequencies below 100 Hz. It could be shown that the relevant measurement standards for the emission and absorption of sound may be extended down to 
